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HI Mose--Wow, it sounds like you've gotten alot done on the form.  Here is what I would suggest for some of 

the questions:1.	I wouldn't worry about the Christimas break jobs.  I would also only list travel in the other 

relevant sections and just list unemployed during large chunks of time (again, not Christmas break types) like 

summers, etc.  If you were travelling during those times don't worry about it unless it was foreign travel.2.	I 

would list any foreign travel vacations under the foreign travel section only.Did I answer any of your 

questions?  If I missed the point or you have more questions, why don't you give me a call and we can discuss 

them.  Talk to you soon.TracyTo:	Tracy_Shycoff @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Tracy Shycoff/ARRB)From:	bongos @ 

his.com @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	04/13/98 11:09:06 AM ASTSubject:	Re: referencesHi Tracy,It is 

strange that my email did not go through to you because it looks likeI sent it to the correct address, but, 

anyway, at least we are in contactnow.I have spent a good bit of time working on my security clearance forms 

andI hope to have the majority of it done by today.  There are a few documentsthat I will have to pull from 

files that are in storage, which will take alittle extra time.  However, I think that the delay will be worth the 

wait,as I expect that these documents will speed things up.There are a couple of questions that I have for you.  

First, are there anytime increments that are too small to warrant inclusion.  For example,should I include two 

jobs that I had for under two weeks during Christmasvacation while I was in college?  Second, should I include 

vacations?  Incases were vacations were extended should I list these periods as "TRAVEL"or unemployment?  

Should I describe these periods in three-month intervals? Or should I break them down; location by location or 

week by week?I'd like your advice on these questions.  It seems to me that the clearestway to handle these 

cases is probably to break things down into theirsmallest form and include everything.  But, I just want to 

make sure thatthis plan makes sense to you.Thanks, MoseAt 02:34 PM 4/8/98 -0400, you wrote:>>I received 

your fax yesterday.  We'll start calling the references and>hopefully get back to you later this week or early 

next week.  Thanks.>>> w> 
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